Grace Gatherings Ministry with people with disabilities Initiative
Committed to providing rest, relationship and renewal through home, church and community.
Grace Gatherings is grounded in an inclusive, expansive Loving God who calls us to become the
beloved community. Grace Gatherings is a service and justice ministry to develop rest and
relationship with people who are neurodivergent and others with disabilities –and their
caregivers.
This year saw deepening and expanding of our 3 ministry goals.
1.Developing a Language of Love: A key finding of the year-one assessment was the lack of
shared language among the leadership team enabling them to engage in effective, empathetic
outreach to the diverse set of families that fall into Grace Gatherings core population. The
language one person may see as appropriate may be uncomfortable or unacceptable to
another. We sought to define a “language of love” centered on helping our leadership team
have authentic, relationship building conversations along with enabling them to listen
intentionally to the stories and needs of those we seek to serve.
The team worked with Emily Ladau’s book Demystifying Disability and identified ways to be
more accurate and consistent with language. We adapted a “say this, don’t say that” list.
We made plans to bring this list of "say this, don't say " to our church community--to empower
all ministry leaders with this language awareness as we seek true relationship people with
disabilities.
We’re now contracting with a third party from the “Accessible Altar” for an accessibility audit
and series.
2.Expanding our Shared Understanding of Sacred Encounters and 3. Building Connections with
Purpose

We are now in active relationships with L'Arche St. Louis and UcitySchools, and the Faith and
Light (worship gathering with people with disabilities).
Goals of the year ahead
1. Launching a worship service which would be expansive. One learning in this initiative is
that creating “specialized” worship perpetuates segregation and isolation. While it’s
important to have peers who can relate to our experience, Christ calls us to a deeper
shared experience which transcends physical and mental states of being. Worship at
Christ’s table should have no barriers. This service would seek to be just that—no
barriers to the shared experience of the spiritual journey.

2. Empower all to build connections. Designing a speaker series to educate and bring
awareness to all in order to as Emily Ladau writes ”demystify disability”.
3. Helping to set up a sensory room in L’Arche St. Louis and training more volunteers to
work directly with Synapsory and L’Arche St. Louis.
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